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Abstract

Conventional High-level Synthesis techniques create an interconnection structure before physical design. Following physical design, connection delays and special requirements may cause the structure to fail timing or performance constraints. Alterations to this structure are often limited since it was created either after or during the binding and scheduling tasks. In this paper we present a set of techniques which analyze the timing trade-offs associated with the position-specific interconnection network given the freedom of high-level binding and rescheduling changes.

1. Introduction

Systematic evaluation of interconnection trade-offs in designs containing pre-designed cores or pre-defined structural implementation present several difficult challenges. In particular, changes to the interconnections structure appear as timing changes yet may require operation rescheduling and/or operand rebinding. This is because detailed timing information is only available late in the design cycle after scheduling, binding, interconnection synthesis and floorplanning have already been performed. One could modify the interconnection to only allow functionally equivalent alternatives, but at great cost to the design freedom. Our aim is to provide techniques for timing optimization under the constraints of a predefined data path structure and feasible interconnection alternatives.

Positional layout information is utilized to estimate the cycle time of competing designs. Fig. 1 depicts a simple RT-level data path, data flow, and floorplan which completes the data flow in seven cycles. Two additional wire segments are indicated on the data path; either of which permit six cycle execution. However, incorporating these changes will alter the affected nets, potentially degrading the system cycle time. A designer with a highly constrained clock cycle may not wish to alter the design, while another who desires higher performance wants to know which of the two scenarios is faster.

An analysis of the timing due to alternative interconnection networks must account for the introduction and placement of buffers and switching elements. Designers utilize these elements to substantially alter the timing delay along the critical path(s) without changing the functional behavior. Nonetheless, reducing delays along one path usually comes at the price of increasing timing delays along alternative routes. If the penalty is large enough, a new critical path is created whose delay exceeds that of the former critical path, degrading the system performance.

In this work, we introduce a systematic method for the simultaneous evaluation of multiple designs. In contrast to feedback approaches (Fig. 2a) which may become confused by local minima, our system processes a number of designs alternatives concurrently (Fig. 2b) with equal consideration. Efficiency is maintained by pruning designs which fail to meet the designer’s specifications and by sharing common information between the set of active designs.

2. Previous Work

Considerable work has been performed in the area of interconnection synthesis and design. Work by [11], [8], [5], [3], and [2] introduced many key components of interconnection synthesis. Due to a lack of positional and/or load models, those techniques measured the quality of their results by the number of multiplexers rather than timing analysis. Timing analysis for interconnection network trade-offs was discussed in [9] and [6]. The first work modeled path-dependent timing delays but restricted the set of component configurations. The second work considered rebinding of function units and memory elements but restricted the designs to one-dimensional layout in order to simplify propagation delay estimation.

Recent developments in retargetable compilers have introduced two promising data path analysis techniques. Instruction set extraction from a mixed structural/behavioral description was introduced in [4], [10] utilized a combination of code selection and register binding but restricted their use to a restricted set of datapath components.
3. Problem Specification

In this work, the automata-based data-path model introduced in [7] is utilized to implicitly execute a series of data flows on a detailed RTL data path. Given the additions of a floorplan, a set of alternative interconnection networks, and a set of timing ranges, the automata will produce a timed output sequence as well as characterize the timing behavior of the “care paths” for each element of the solution set. New variables were added to the automata state vector to accommodate the concurrent analysis and timing problems.

A number of additions to the data path specification were required to incorporate timing analysis. To facilitate interconnection modification, propagation delays along the wires are computed dynamically based on the set of connection points. Therefore, the positional layout of each connection point is specified. While functionally equivalent to multiplexers, the rich positional information of bus elements required their inclusion into our list of base components as well. Finally, component timing delays must be specified.

4. Conditional Connections

The problem specification describes a set of interconnection network alternatives. **Topology variables** are a set of Boolean variables used to encode each network’s architecture. These variables allow an arbitrary representation of topological interconnection changes with minimal encoding.

A conditional connection is the connection between a wire and a component’s input which exists for only a subset of the proposed interconnection networks. The behavior of these conditional connections may be modeled using techniques previously developed for switching constraints if the following restrictions are obeyed:

- The condition of each conditional connection is the sum of the encodings associated with the subset of networks in which the connection exists.
- Multiple conditional connections may be defined for the same component’s input only if their conditions are disjoint.
- Conditional connections occur only at switch inputs. Zero delay switches are inserted to accommodate conditional connections to non-switch inputs.
- A switch with conditional connection at an input, will now only connect if the switching control variables are set to select the desired input and if the topology variables are set to meet the condition of the connection. Fig. 3 depicts such a transformation for an example multiplexer.
- The automata treats the set of switching and topology variables differently. Whereas the switching variables are allowed to change from cycle to cycle, the topology variables are incorporated into the state vector where they are used to restrict future topology settings and ensure a consistent interconnection network for all cycles.

Conditional connections provide the designer with a number of powerful features. It’s always possible to describe any potential network using a minimal number of bits to distinguish potential connection. Further, the conditions for the various connections need not be disjoint. This allows the designer to propose a set of trade-offs, where the resulting solution may be selected from any combination of these trade-offs. Finally, this system shares a substantial portion of the analysis of the different networks when the differences between the designs are small.

Fig. 4 depicts the process for combining two example interconnection networks. Initially each network is assigned a disjoint encoding: a and b. The conditions for each potential connection is formulated. Finally the zero-delay switching component, M2, is introduced into the combined network to distinguish the connection options for the input of component D.

4.1. Evaluating Timing Modifications

The insertion and removal of connections affect the timing characteristics of the wires. Before discussing their effects, we first present our delay model for wires with a set of fixed terminal connection points. In the absence of detailed routing and timing information, we use a conservative approximation of the propagation delays based on a wire’s connection points. While future work will allow timing delays to vary between different paths down the same wire, this is not currently modeled. Finally, note that these approximations apply only to delays along multi-terminal metal nets. The delays incurred through the path-dependent switching elements are modeled according to user-supplied parameters.

The transmission delay is dependent upon the distributed RC (resistance-capacitance) of the wire, the resistance of the driver, and the cumulative capacitance of the taps. Distributed RC is a function of the wire length which estimate as half of the perimeter of the Manhattan bounding box containing the wire’s set of drivers and receivers. We assume that the driver resistance and capacitance values are constant as well as the receiver capacitance. The cumulative tap capacitance is a function of the number and type of connecting points of the wire. The 50% rise time, appropriate for static CMOS circuits, is computed from these three values using the approximation in [1]. Fig. 5 displays an example wire configuration, its actual physical properties, our estimated model, and a timing equation for the communication shown.

Conditional connections after this analysis by removing and inserting elements from a wire’s set of connection points altering the bounding box and total capacitance values. Proper modeling requires instantiating each set of viable connection points to deter-
mine the range of propagation delays for each wire. Typically, the user will specify a small set of connection combinations per wire as in the example point set in Fig. 6. However, the complexity of identifying these viable sets can grow exponentially in relation to the number of potential connection points. Therefore, we utilize a compressed Boolean representation to compile a list of viable connection sets. Fig. 6 shows how this approach is performed in a two step process for our first. First, we express a connection’s existence as a Boolean function by XNORing a variable representing the connection with the connection’s existence condition. ANDing the set of resulting terms produces a Boolean relation which describes the connection sets and the pertinent control values which formulate the set. The wire delays may be computed directly from these connection sets and then paired with their Boolean condition for the subsequent timing analysis.

5. Timing Variables

We introduce a set of timing variables to encode the timing delays through the data path. Each variable is associated with a unique range of timing delays. Each path delay through the data path is identified by a component’s input port and control vector. The control vector operates over the set of switching variables (which decide which path is taken to the input) as well as the set of topology variables (which effect the delay of the various wire segments which comprise the path). After instantiating every path delay through the data path, the timing delay will be symbolically represented with the associated timing variable in a one-hot encoding. Delays which violate user-specified timing constraints will have their associated path removed from the automata construction. These constraints may appear as both minimal and maximal allowed delays through the circuit.

Fig. 7 depicts these timing variables in use for an example network. The network is comprised of a series of zero delay multiplexers and contains a single conditional connection linking component A to the second multiplexer. The set of timing variables are listed in the “Time Partition” tables. Given a maximum delay of 15ns and no minimal timing delay, the “Network Timing” table lists each timing delay and their delay encodings.

6. Automata Issues

The timing variables are incorporated into the automata state vector to derive timing attributes for elements of the solution set. The cycle time for a synchronous design is the maximal propagation delay between clocked components. Therefore, each transition between states will include a vector of timing requirements obtained from paths utilized for operand transfers. Summing these timing vectors in a state vector generates a history of timing requirements for each solution.

Modeling timing behavior on the automata structure outlined in [7] requires modeling of null operands during the state exploration. Null operands carry “don’t care” information in the automata and are a convenient means to encode the contents of “empty” latches which frequently appear in initial conditions and in pipelined designs. Previously, the inclusion of null operands was required only when no other operand was available for a given memory element. In the presence of timing and power analysis, null operands must be considered regardless of the status of other operands. This is because placing operands into latches which could otherwise remain empty will affect the timing and power attributes of the system design. It is preferable to use null operands which have no time requirements to operands which are stored in a memory device but serve no useful function except to be subsequently overwritten. Unfortunately, the usefulness of an operand cannot be evaluated beforehand. Therefore, all potential operand bindings (including regular and null operands) must be considered equally. This equal consideration may cause explosive growth in the set of potential solutions. To curb this growth, the automata is used in two phases: the first ignores timing issues and determines the solution set from the set of potential solutions and the second reevaluates this solution set using a more extensive analysis to systematically evaluate the timing requirements of the “care path” of the system.

The elimination of “false paths” from our timing analysis is one of the most elegant features of the technique. Since the timing characteristics of each solution is derived from only the required set of operand transfers, timing delays from unutilized portions of the data path do not mislead the timing analysis. Further, the set of all the care sequences can be generated for a given solution. This capacity is of great importance for the subsequent steps of verification analysis.

7. Results

An application tool was constructed to demonstrate the feasibility of the ideas proposed in this paper. The input for this tool consists of three major sections: 1) A RT-level description of the data path, including positional information and conditional interconnections; 2) A set of scheduled data flows which must be mapped onto the provided data path; and 3) A partitioned timing range in the format described in Section 5.

This tool evaluates which of the proposed changes accommodate the full set of data flows. From the set of realizable alterations, the designs that result in the highest performance are chosen. Upon the user’s request, the system will generate a set of Boolean relations representing an exhaustive list of binding options for the selected designs. Alternatively, a textual description of a single representative binding and schedule is listed.

This application was implemented on a Sun SPARC 10 in C++ using an OBDD (ordered binary decision diagram) package to represent the boolean functions. Examples were run on two manually constructed data paths. The first data path is based on Texas Instrument’s TMS32010 DSP which was altered to accommodate a pipelined multiplier. For this specification, three different interconnection alternatives were specified: the use of multiplexer or...
equivalent bus model for switches elements M1 and M2, and a direct buffered line between the register file and multiplier was permitted. The design and it’s manual floorplan, including interconnection alternatives, are outlined in Fig. 8. Additionally, we introduce a second data path accompanied by its floorplan in Fig. 9. This data path features a symmetric interconnection structure and dual register banks designed to test our limitations in operand mobility.

**TABLE 1. Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>cycles</th>
<th>execution time (ns)</th>
<th>cycle time (ns)</th>
<th>#execution</th>
<th>timing</th>
<th>rebinding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>diff eq</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27.34</td>
<td>34.38</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>7.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhrc</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28.44</td>
<td>32.89</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>6.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ewf</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>40.74</td>
<td>278.24</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>22.65</td>
<td>177.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 lists the results from analyzing three benchmark data flows. The differential equation, differential heat release computation, and elliptic wave filter scheduling benchmarks were run on each of these data paths under two different modes. The first mode utilized a predefined schedule and operand mapping to purely test the freedom in interconnection and determine fastest cycle times (timing). The second ignored the specified operand mapping, considered all alternative operand mappings, and presented the results for the fastest cycle time (rebinding). The length of the schedule for each benchmark/data path combination are listed in the columns “#cycles”. The column “cycle time” reflects the computed cycle time given the floorplan and parameters listed in Table 2.

Analysis of the TMS32010 interconnection alternatives reveals a consistency for the examples. All of the examples preferred the bus design to replace mux M1 and chose to retain mux M2. Inclusion of the buffered line is dependent upon the schedule utilized. For the examples listed in the table, the buffered line only increases the propagation delays to the ALU. But the inclusion of the line also permits extra operand mobility shortening schedules between 4-14% at the cost of longer cycle times. Additionally, one should note that designs which use a single cycle multiplier uniformly adopted the buffered line, since the multiplier replaces the ALU as the critical path.

An analysis of execution times reveals general trends for the system. The results under the pure “timing” analysis reflect the overhead for handling the longer data flows and the more complex data paths. The addition of the alternative interconnection component for the TMS32010 specification causes the increase in these execution times. When rebinding is considered, the interaction of the data path and specified schedule define the solution space. This interaction causes the surprisingly longer execution of the “diff eq” over the shorter dhrc benchmark.

**8. Conclusion**

In this work we have introduced techniques for concurrently analyzing differing rebinding options over multiple designs. Timing analysis is utilized to limit the search space and rate the final designs. Key benefits include optimal change control and elimination of false-path timing sequences. Future work will expand the model to incorporate power estimation, perform limited rescheduling, and utilize the data path to identify critical paths and suggest interconnection wire alternatives.
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